Apartment Living Locators Announces Free Svc to Help
Transplants Find New Homes
With Houston's booming economic forcast, thousands of new residents are heading
for the city. Free locator service helps find apartments for all economic levels.
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Houston, TX - April 18, 2017 /MarketersMedia/ -- Today's life is filled with many philosophical
questions: Which came first, the chicken or the egg? Coca Cola or Pepsi? Buy or rent a home? For
an increasing number of families and singles, renting an apartment home makes the most sense.
America boasts 43,701,738 apartments, and Houston itself rents to 41% of the population.
Apartments are big and small, luxurious and sparse, and it's up to individuals to wade through the
masses to find the right one for their situation. A problem especially arises when business brings
new residents to the city who have no idea where to begin looking for a new apartment. Because
apartments offer more get up and go freedom, whether moving for a job, love or simply want to see
what life is like on the opposite coast, renting provides increased flexibility. Industry experts
encourage renting as a way to discover the parts of town most suitable before settling down in a
house.
According to Doug Spector, spokesperson for the #1 apartment locator in Houston, Apartment
Living Locators (http://www.apartmentlivinglocators.com), the key to locating a quality apartment is
partnering with a service who knows all of the apartments in Houston, not just certain segments.
"We've been in the Houston Apartment Locating industry since 1971. We are Houston's oldest
apartment locating service, but don't let our age fool you. We know the apartments in Houston like
the back of our hands. Since we have been in business serving Houston residents for so long, we
have had the time and experience to earn the trust and excellent relationships with Houston
apartment complexes and their staff. "
With this in mind, Apartment Living Locators is announcing its luxury apartment locating service is
free to the public. Confirms Spector, "With all the fees and costs involved with moving, this is one
small thing relocators shouldn't have to worry about. There's no doubt finding a new apartment in
Houston can be a stressful task. The thing to remember is you don't have to do it on your own. With
our free service, we assist in finding the best apartment for your needs and budget! At
apartmentlivinglocators.com, we will walk you through a simple process to find out what you want in
your next apartment home including, amenities, rent cost, area of town and more."
Concludes Spector, "If you are living out of state currently and are looking to move to Houston soon,
our professional staff will be more than happy to assist in finding your next apartment so when you
get to Houston, you move right in."
About Apartment Living Locators:
Apartment Living Locators has been Houston's #1 apartment locator since 1971. Their expert
agents will work around the clock to find families find the perfect apartment. With 45 years of
experience, they have established great relationships with Houston area apartment complexes and
their managers. The apartment locating service offer great deals to clients when they move in to
their next apartment such as three months free rent and more.
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